ABSTRACT: The extent of matching of membrane hydrophobic thickness with the hydrophobic length of transmembrane protein segments potentially constitutes a major director of membrane organization. Therefore, the extent of mismatch that can be compensated, and the types of membrane rearrangements that result, can provide valuable insight into membrane functionality. In the present study, a large family of synthetic peptides and lipids is used to investigate a range of mismatch situations. Peptide conformation, orientation, and extent of incorporation are assessed by infrared spectroscopy, tryptophan fluorescence, circular dichroism, and sucrose gradient centrifugation. It is shown that peptide backbone structure is not significantly affected by mismatch, even when the extent of mismatch is large. Instead, this study demonstrates that for tryptophan-flanked peptides the dominant response of a membrane to large mismatch is that the extent of incorporation is reduced, when the peptide is both too short and too long. With increasing mismatch, a smaller fraction of peptide is incorporated into the lipid bilayer, and a larger fraction is present in extramembranous aggregates. Relatively long peptides that remain incorporated in the bilayer have a small tilt angle with respect to the membrane normal. The observed effects depend on the nature of the flanking residues: long tryptophan-flanked peptides do not associate well with thin bilayers, while equisized lysine-flanked peptides associate completely, thus supporting the notion that tryptophan and lysine interact differently with membrane-water interfaces. The different properties that aromatic and charged flanking residues impart on transmembrane protein segments are discussed in relation to protein incorporation in biological systems.
Membrane structure and function are modulated by the interactions between proteins and lipids. It has been demonstrated that a key factor in such protein-lipid interplay is the extent of hydrophobic matching between these two membrane constituents. Hydrophobic matching influences, e.g., integral membrane protein activity (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) , membrane microdomain formation (6) (7) (8) , and protein sorting in the secretion pathway (9, 10) . Processes such as these could be driven by a tendency of a membrane to rearrange its components in order to obtain an energetically favorable matching situation (11) (12) (13) (14) .
To establish such a matching situation, several adaptations of protein and lipid conformation, orientation, and aggregational state can be envisaged (reviewed in ref 14) . To understand what type of protein and/or lipid adaptation is indeed relevant, the response of a membrane to an imposed hydrophobic mismatch can be used. This requires welldefined systems in which lipid as well as protein hydrophobic length can be varied. To this end, synthetic hydrophobic peptides of different lengths, flanked either by tryptophan or by lysine residues, have been studied in phospholipid model membranes by several groups (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . These peptides can be viewed as consensus membrane spanners, because transmembrane segments of proteins generally consist of a hydrophobic core that is preferentially flanked on both sides by aromatic and/or charged amino acids (21) (22) (23) .
We have shown earlier using Trp-flanked membranespanning peptides that lipids will systematically adapt bilayer thickness as a response to hydrophobic mismatch (24) : relatively short Trp-flanked analogues are capable of decreasing bilayer thickness, and relatively long Trp-flanked peptides can increase the bilayer thickness. However, the changes in lipid length were insufficient to compensate entirely for the peptide-lipid mismatch. These observations raise the important questions of whether a partial mismatch is tolerated and/or whether the peptide components of the membrane also compensate for mismatch situations.
In this study, we investigated by attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) 1 the peptide backbone conformation and orientation under mismatch conditions. A set of Trp-flanked poly(leucine-alanine) peptides with different hydrophobic lengths was used. These analogues were incorporated in planar phosphatidylcholine bilayers of varying thickness to cover a large range of mismatch situations, and the peptide amide I signal was used to characterize the different peptides in their membrane environment.
The results show that the peptide backbone forms a welldefined R-helix under all conditions. ATR-FTIR experiments with polarized light suggest that a minor peptide tilt with respect to the membrane normal occurs when the peptides are relatively long. However, from amide I intensities and together with results from fluorescence, circular dichroism, and sucrose density gradient experiments, it can be concluded that the main response of the peptide-lipid system to hydrophobic mismatch is the exclusion of a significant amount of peptide from the bilayer, regardless of whether the peptide is too long or too short.
To allow comparison of the effects of Trp with those of Lys as another frequently occurring flanking residue, we also investigated the membrane association properties of Lysflanked peptides that are completely analogous to the Trpflanked peptides used in this study. It was found that a larger fraction of Lys-flanked peptides than of Trp-flanked peptides can be accommodated in thin bilayers. These observations support the concept that Trp and Lys anchoring residues have different roles in protein-membrane interactions (19) . Such interactions may govern protein incorporation in biological systems.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
WALP and KALP peptides (see Table 1 ) were synthesized as described before (19, 25) . When necessary (<90% purity, as judged by HPLC), WALP peptides were purified by HPLC using a Nucleosil Si 100-10 column (Machery Nagel) and chloroform/methanol/water (80/19/1 v/v/v) as eluent. KALP peptides were analyzed using an automatic HPLC system (Gilson) with an analytical reversed-phase (C 4 ) column (Altech Adsorbosphere XL C 4 , 5 µm particle size, 300 Å pore diameter, 250 × 4.6 mm column size). Elution of peptides was effected at a flow rate of 1 mL/min using a linear gradient of 100% of 0.1% TFA in water to 100% of 0.085% TFA in acetonitrile/water (95/5 v/v) in 20 min. The identity and purity of all peptides were checked by FAB-MS or ES-MS. Out of practical considerations, WALP and KALP peptide families have different C-terminal moieties. As a control, WALP19 was synthesized with the same C-terminal amide as is present in the KALP peptides. This WALP analogue behaved identically to the WALP19 peptides with a C-terminal ethanolamine moiety (data not shown). All phospholipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc. (Birmingham, AL).
Methods
Sample Preparation. Unless stated otherwise, peptides were dissolved in 0.5 mL of TFE and added to 0.5 mL of a lipid suspension in methanol, followed by drying in a rotary evaporator and overnight incubation under high vacuum. WALP analogues were quantified by the absorbance of tryptophan at 280 nm (using a molar extinction coefficient of 22 400 M -1 cm -1 ) and KALP peptides by their dry weight. The peptide/lipid molar ratio in all samples was 1/30. Subsequently, samples were hydrated, the details of which depended on the particular measurement (see below). This mixed film procedure generally results in optimal solubilization of hydrophobic peptides in lipid bilayers.
ATR-FTIR Measurements. Germanium crystal plates (50 × 20 × 2 mm, Harrick EJ2121) were cleaned by washing with distilled water, methanol, and chloroform, respectively, and subsequently placed for 5 min in a Plasma Cleaner PDC-23G (Harrick Scientific, Ossining, NY) in order to obtain a hydrophilic surface. Dried peptide-lipid films containing 35 nmol of peptide and 1050 nmol of lipid were hydrated in 200 µL of distilled water, and the resulting suspension was vortexed. A 20-40 µL aliquot of such a sample was spread 1 Abbreviations: ATR-FTIR, attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; ESR, electron spin resonance; CD, circular dichroism; FAB-MS, fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry; ES-MS, electrospray mass spectrometry; Ac, acetyl; Etn, ethanolamine; TFA, trifluoroacetic acid; TFE, trifluoroethanol; WALP, tryptophan-alanine-leucine peptide Ac-GW2(LA)nW2A-Etn; KALP, lysine-alanine-leucine peptide Ac-GK2(LA)nK2A-amide; PC, phosphatidylcholine; 14:1c-PC, 1,2-dimyristoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; 16:1c-PC, 1,2-dipalmitoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; 18:1c-PC, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; 20:1c-PC, 1,2-dieicosenoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; 22:1c-PC, 1,2-dierucoylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; 14:0-PC, 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; LR, liquid crystalline bilayer lipid phase. on the plates, and excess water was removed under a nitrogen flow. The plates were placed under an aperture angle of 45°, yielding 25 internal reflections. ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded at room temperature on a Bruker IFS 55 infrared spectrophotometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled mercury cadmium telluride detector at a nominal resolution of 4 cm
, encoding for every 1 cm -1 in the range 800-4000 cm -1 . Each spectrum is an average of 128 scans, simultaneously corrected for the background using a clean germanium plate. The spectrophotometer was continuously purged with air dried on a Whatman 75-62 air dryer to minimize the spectral contribution of atmospheric water. Residual water vapor peaks were subtracted using reference data, and baseline correction was applied when necessary.
Analysis of ATR-FTIR Spectra. The amide I band was curve-fitted with a Gaussian band shape, using the Origin Peak Fitting Module 3.5 from Microcal Software Inc. (Northampton, MA), to establish the wavenumber corresponding to maximum band intensity with an uncertainty of less than 0.1 cm
. Prior to this procedure the appropriate pure lipid spectrum, scaled to the same lipid carbonyl vibration intensity, was subtracted from the spectra of peptidecontaining samples, to eliminate nonpeptide contributions in the amide I spectral region. To establish the spectral contribution of a given WALP peptide in different PC systems, the area of the amide I peak was divided by the area of the lipid CdO peak. Peptides with a larger number of amide bonds generally cause a more intense amide I signal. To compare peptides of different lengths, the obtained spectral peptide/lipid ratio was therefore divided by the number of amide groups present in the peptide to yield a relative amide I intensity.
ATR-FTIR Dichroism and Peptide Orientation. Spectra were recorded with parallel and perpendicular polarized incident light (with respect to the incidence plane) and were scaled to the same lipid carbonyl vibration intensity. For welloriented bilayers, the dichroic ratio of the resulting amide I intensities is related to the mean angle between the CdO dipole moment and the plate surface. Considering a 27°angle between the CdO dipole moment and the long axis of an R-helix, the mean angle between the helix axis and the plate normal ("helix tilt angle") was calculated by earlier described methods (26, 27) . The thickness of the membrane film, one of the parameters required for this procedure (28, 29) , was derived from the dichroic ratio of the lipid ν(CdO) band (26, 27) . Circular Dichroism. Dry peptide-lipid films containing 15 µmol of lipid were prepared as described above. For practical reasons, KALP/PC samples were hydrated in 1 mL of buffer (100 mM NaCl, 25 mM Tris, pH 7.4) and WALP/ PC samples in 1 mL of distilled water. After vortexing and freeze-thawing, the samples were centrifuged at 30000g for 15 min at 4°C, and the supernatant was removed. The samples were then sonicated for 5 min with a 50% duty cycle and with an input power of 40 W, using a Branson 250 tip sonicator. To pellet down titanium particles and any residual multilamellar lipid structures, the sonicated samples were next centrifuged at 30000g for 15 min at 4°C. Measurements were carried out at room temperature on a Jasco J-600 spectropolarimeter, using a 0.2 mm path length cell, 1 nm bandwidth, 0.2 nm resolution, 1 s response time, and a scan speed of 20 nm/min. Control experiments showed that WALP/PC dispersions in buffer yielded identical spectra as WALP/PC dispersions in distilled water (data not shown).
Fluorescence Measurements. Five microliters of a sample prepared for FTIR measurements was added to 1.5 mL of distilled water, vortexed, and subsequently sonicated and centrifuged under the same conditions as described for CD samples. A total of 1.2 mL of the resulting clear solution was transferred to a quartz cuvette (1 cm excitation path length and 4 mm emission path length) at room temperature. Tryptophan fluorescence was measured on a Perkin-Elmer luminescence spectrometer LS 50B, using a 2.5 mm excitation slit and 5.0 mm emission slit. The tryptophan residues were excited at 280 nm, and the emission in the 300-400 nm region was recorded. The contribution of pure lipid samples was subtracted from the obtained signal.
AlternatiVe Sample Preparation Methods for Fluorescence Measurements. Lipid and peptide stock solutions were prepared with respective concentrations of 800 and 26.7 µM, enabling the addition of peptide and lipid solutions to each other in equal volumes, while maintaining a 1/30 peptide/ lipid molar ratio. For the mixed film methods, 100 µL of peptide stock solution in TFE or ethanol was added to 100 µL of lipid stock solution in TFE, methanol, or ethanol. The mixture was vortexed, dried under a nitrogen flow, and further dried overnight under high vacuum. The resulting peptide-lipid film was hydrated with 1200 µL of distilled water. For the lyophilization procedure, 100 µL of lipid in methanol was dried under a nitrogen flow and under high vacuum. Subsequently, 100 µL of distilled water was used to hydrate and disperse the lipid film, and 100 µL of peptide in TFE was added to this liposome suspension, disrupting the bilayers. An excess of 1 mL of distilled water was added to re-form the disrupted liposomes, and this was followed by immediate lyophilization. The resulting powder was hydrated with 1200 µL of distilled water. For the ethanol dilution procedure, 100 µL of peptide in ethanol and 100 µL of lipid in ethanol were mixed and dried under a nitrogen flow. The peptide-lipid film was redissolved in 30 µL of ethanol, to which 1170 µL of distilled water was added. All suspensions were sonicated and centrifugated to remove residual multilamellar structures and peptide aggregates. For fluorescence measurements, 1 mL of the sample was diluted with 1 mL of distilled water, resulting in a final peptide concentration of 1.1 µM, in case that all peptide remains in the supernatant.
Sucrose Density Gradient Centrifugation. Dried peptidelipid films (containing 10 µmol of lipid) were hydrated in 1 mL of distilled water and layered on top of a linear sucrose gradient [5.5-17 .5% (14:1 c -PC samples) or 0-8.0% (22: 1 c -PC samples), with a total volume of 9 mL]. The samples were centrifugated for 20 h at 150000g at 25°C in a Beckman SW41 rotor. Separate bands were isolated, and their macroscopic lipid organization was established by solid-state 31 P NMR measurements, as described earlier (30) . The peptide content of the bands was determined by UV absorbance at 280 nm, after dilution of the sample with methanol, and the lipid content was determined according to Rouser et al. (31) .
RESULTS
Effect of Hydrophobic Mismatch on Peptide Backbone
Conformation. To systematically explore whether the peptide backbone can adapt its length to better match the hydrophobic bilayer thickness, a series of peptide-lipid mixtures with varying peptide length and bilayer thickness were prepared for ATR-FTIR measurements. The WALP peptides (Table  1) are uncharged and consist of a variable-length hydrophobic core of leucine and alanine residues, flanked on both sides by tryptophans. As lipid components, monounsaturated diacylphosphatidylcholine lipids with different acyl chain lengths (see Table 2 ) were selected because of their property to form fluid bilayers at room temperature. When WALP peptides are incorporated at a peptide/lipid molar ratio of 1/30, as used in this study, all phosphatidylcholine species form lamellar bilayer structures (data not shown).
WALP/PC samples with varying peptide length and bilayer thickness were prepared as described in the Methods section, and FTIR spectra were recorded. As an example, spectra of WALP21 (an analogue of intermediate length) in bilayers of varying thickness are presented in Figure 1 . The distinct spectral component around 1736 cm -1 corresponds to the lipid ester stretch vibration. At lower wavenumber, the peptide amide I and amide II vibrations and the lipid CH 2 bending motion are visible, centered around 1657, 1547, and 1465 cm -1 , respectively. A CH 2 bending contribution of the peptide is also present at 1465-1455 cm -1 . The amide I vibration is the most intense polypeptide absorption band and is mainly composed of the carbonyl vibration ν(CdO) contribution from the amide bond. Because this carbonyl moiety is involved in interresidue hydrogen bonding that stabilizes protein secondary structure, its spectral position can be used to characterize backbone conformation (32) . For WALP21 in all the lipid systems, the wavenumber corresponding to maximal intensity and the narrow width of the observed amide I band is characteristic of a well-defined R-helix. This is also supported by the position of the amide II absorption band. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that transitions to nonhelical conformations do not occur as a result of mismatch. This was found also for all of the other measured peptide-lipid systems (spectra not shown). We will first consider the amide I positions in more detail and subsequently will address the variations in amide I intensity that can be observed in Figure 1 .
To evaluate the spectra more quantitatively, the amide I peaks were curve-fitted to establish the position of the band maximum. Because also pure lipid samples absorb to a certain extent in the amide I region (see Figure 1 , curve a), subtraction of pure lipid spectra was performed prior to curve fitting. The amide I maxima for all of the WALP systems are shown in Figure 2 . When amide I positions of peptides with increasing length in the same bilayer are compared, in general, significant shifts (up to 3 cm -1 ) toward lower wavenumbers are encountered in each lipid system. This is not related to mismatch effects but is ascribed to the fact that longer peptides generally form more stable R-helices that absorb at lower wavenumbers (33) . The measured differences as a function of peptide length highlight the sensitivity of the ATR-FTIR method. Evaluating each peptide length analogue separately, with a few exceptions, only minor and nonsystematic changes in amide I position are observed as a function of increasing bilayer thickness. Most of the points in Figure 2 that deviate from the general trends, such as WALP16/22:1 c -PC or WALP31 in all PC systems, correspond to low-intensity signals (see below). These are difficult to fit reliably, and therefore the deviations are likely to be spectral artifacts. Thus, it can be concluded that the R-helical backbone conformation is essentially unaffected by mismatch with the host bilayer.
Fraction of Peptides Incorporated in Bilayers. In contrast to the shape and position of the amide I band, the intensity of the amide I absorption band appears to be very sensitive to the extent of peptide-bilayer mismatch. In Figure 1 , a considerable decrease in intensity is observed for the samples with the longest lipids, and also some decrease is seen for the sample with the shortest lipid. This suggests that peptides that are too short (negative mismatch) or too long (positive mismatch) do not contribute as efficiently to the amide I band as do matching peptides. The same holds for the amide II intensities. A similar trend was observed in other peptidelipid systems, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The amide I intensity of WALP16 in 14:1 c -PC and in 22:1 c -PC should be about equal because the overall peptide-to-lipid molar ratio is identical in both samples. Yet, while a clear band is seen in the former spectrum, the latter spectrum is almost equivalent to a spectrum obtained with pure lipid. In contrast, the longer analogue WALP27 causes a strongly reduced amide I intensity in the sample with the short lipid but not in the sample with the long lipid. These results indicate that both positive and negative mismatches lead to a decrease in amide I intensity. It is possible to compare the amide I intensity of all the systems by correcting for the different peptide lengths. The largest value thus obtained was set to 100, and the other values were scaled accordingly. These relative amide I intensities are reported in Table 3 . Because pure peptide in water gives only a negligible FTIR signal (data not shown), presumably due to aggregation of the water-insoluble WALP peptides that visually precipitate, these data strongly suggest that less peptide becomes incorporated in the bilayer under mismatch conditions.
The precise effective hydrophobic lengths of the peptides are not known, because these will depend, e.g., on the orientations of side chains and their preferred positioning in the bilayer. However, assuming that a high relative amide I intensity (Table 3) indeed corresponds with closely matching WALP/PC combinations, the peptide and lipid dimensions presented in Tables 1 and 2 suggest that matching conditions are obtained when the length of the hydrophobic Leu-Ala stretch between the Trp residues approaches the hydrophobic bilayer thickness. This is in agreement with earlier work, in which it was demonstrated that the flanking Trp residues prefer positioning near the lipid carbonyls at the polar-apolar membrane interface (19) .
The interaction of the WALP peptides with lipid bilayers under mismatch conditions was further investigated by fluorescence measurements. Emission spectra of different WALP peptides incorporated in 14:1 c -PC are shown in Figure 4A , and spectra of WALP16 in lipids with different acyl chain lengths are presented in Figure 4B . All the spectra are characterized by emission maxima centered around 337 nm. This indicates that, regardless of the extent of mismatch, the tryptophan residues are in an environment that is less polar than water but more polar than the membrane a A value of 100 represents the most intense relative amide I signal, and the experimental error is estimated to be (15. hydrophobic core, which is in agreement with the expected interfacial position of the tryptophan residues in the bilayers (17, 19) . However, the fluorescence intensity of the WALP/ PC systems presented in Figure 4 varies strongly. Pure peptide in water yields an extremely low-intensity fluorescence signal (see Figure 4B , curve f), due to self-quenching in peptide aggregates (35) , and fluorescence intensity therefore correlates with the fraction of membrane-associated peptide (17) . The intensities of the different peptides in Figure 4A can be compared directly, because all of the peptides contain the same number of tryptophan residues. WALP21 displays the highest intensity in 14:1 c -PC, and both shorter and longer analogues have a lower intensity. In Figure  4B , WALP16 is seen to yield a high-intensity fluorescence signal in the shortest lipids, while the intensity gradually decreases with increasing lipid length. Thus, these data indicate that peptide-lipid combinations that have a large amide I contribution in FTIR spectra (Table 3 ) also show a high intensity in fluorescence spectra. Since differences between the fluorescence and FTIR intensity trends are relatively minor, both techniques clearly demonstrate the relation between peptide spectral contribution and hydrophobic mismatch.
To establish whether such reduced spectral contributions indeed reflect a reduced extent of peptide incorporation in a bilayer, the same systems as selected for Figure 3 were analyzed by sucrose density gradient centrifugation. The peptide/lipid molar ratio of resolved bands was determined as described in the Methods section, and results are shown in Table 4 . Samples of WALP16/14:1 c -PC and WALP27/ 22:1 c -PC (peptide-lipid combinations with approximately matching hydrophobic lengths) with an overall peptide/lipid molar ratio of 1/30 both yielded one clear major band on the gradient after centrifugation. In both samples, this band was characterized as a planar lipid bilayer with a peptide/ lipid ratio close to the value expected for quantitative incorporation. WALP16/22:1 c -PC and WALP27/14:1 c -PC samples, on the other hand, gave two clear bands after gradient centrifugation (data not shown). The low-density upper bands consisted of peptide-depleted bilayers, while the high-density lower bands were highly peptide enriched (see Table 4 ). Solid-state 31 P NMR (36, 37) showed that these high-density bands were represented by ill-defined broad "isotropic" 31 P NMR spectra (data not shown). This suggests the presence of amorphous lipid assemblies, although a more defined lipid organization cannot be ruled out. In any case, these results confirm that the extent of WALP peptide incorporation reflects the extent of mismatch with the bilayer. Whether a peptide is too short or too long with respect to bilayer thickness, the tolerated amount of incorporated peptide is reduced, and the bilayer-excluded peptide is present in aggregates that also contain some lipid material. As shown in Table 4 , the peptide fraction that is incorporated in the gradient-separated bilayers corresponds well with the peptide fraction that contributes to the amide I FTIR intensity (Table 3) .
The results suggest that, upon hydration of peptide-lipid mixtures, peptides are segregated out of the bilayer when their hydrophobic length is too short or too long to fit into the lipid bilayer. If this is indeed the case, then the observed effects should not depend on the way peptides and lipids are brought together during the sample preparation. We verified this by investigating the influence of several commonly used variations in the sample preparation methods on fluorescence intensity of WALP-PC systems (see Methods). For samples prepared with the mixed film method, fluorescence intensities were similar when the peptide-lipid film was dried from other solvents, such as pure TFE or pure ethanol (data not shown). Also, when dried peptidelipid mixtures were obtained by lyophilization from an aqueous dispersion and hydrated as a powder (as in ref 19) rather than as a dried film, qualitatively similar results were obtained, as illustrated by the emission intensities at 337 nm (compare panels A and B of Figure 5 ). The additional blueshifted peak around 310 nm that is observed upon large negative mismatch (e.g., WALP16/22:1 c -PC), may, considering the higher intensity in this region of pure WALP in water, represent excluded peptide aggregates, possibly with some lipids. Adding an excess of water to a concentrated solution of peptide and lipid in ethanol (18, 38) , rather than to dried peptide-lipid mixtures, surprisingly resulted in high fluorescence intensities for mismatching WALP-PC combinations ( Figure 5C ). This discrepancy is probably related to the fact that ethanol dilution does not result in the formation of multilamellar vesicles but in the formation of small unilamellar vesicles (38) . The high curvature of these vesicles might inhibit segregation into peptide-rich aggregates and promote the positioning of mismatching peptides in the interface, oriented parallel to the membrane surface, which for WALP peptides will also give rise to a high-intensity fluorescence signal around 337 nm. Such a method-dependent expression of transmembrane stability has indeed been demonstrated for short Lys-flanked peptides (17, 18) . In conclusion, different sample preparation procedures that result in the initial formation of extended lipid bilayers show a consistent relation between WALP-PC mismatch and extent of incorporation.
Tilt Angle with Respect to Bilayer Normal of RelatiVely Long Peptides. Although the main effect of a large positive mismatch with Trp-flanked peptides is a decrease in the amount of incorporated peptide, some peptide is clearly present in the membrane. In this situation, a tilt of relatively long peptides could assist in additionally relieving a hydrophobic mismatch. To study the orientation of the WALP peptides by parallel and perpendicular (with respect to the incidence plane) polarized IR light, a host membrane is required that forms well-oriented bilayers on a solid support. 14:0-PC was selected because its orientation properties are better than those of the unsaturated lipids and because its short acyl chains enable the creation of systems with a positive mismatch. Relative amide I intensities of the peptides in 14:0-PC (data not shown) depended on mismatch and closely resembled the values found for 16:1 c -PC, which forms bilayers with almost the same thickness as 14:0-PC (Table 2 ). Figure 6 shows parallel and perpendicular polarized spectra of an intermediate-length (WALP21) and a long (WALP27) peptide in 14:0-PC. In the WALP21 spectra, the parallel contribution is clearly much stronger than the perpendicular contribution, indicating that the helix axis is oriented almost parallel to the bilayer normal. For WALP27, the perpendicular component is still the weaker one, but it has gained in relative intensity. This could correspond to a helix with a significantly larger tilt angle with respect to the bilayer normal. Because unincorporated peptide does not significantly contribute to the spectrum, the dichroism data specifically describe the orientation of the membrane-associated peptides. However, it cannot be ruled out that this larger perpendicular spectral contribution is caused by a fraction of helices that are oriented along the membrane surface. Maximum tilt angles for the different WALP analogues were computed, assuming complete ordering of the bilayer stacks, and are presented in Figure 7 . The data suggest that the peptides that are expected to have a significant positive mismatch in 14:0-PC (WALP27-31) are tilted, while the peptides that are nearly matching or are relatively short in 14:0-PC all have much smaller tilt angles. If a slight disorder would be present in the bilayer stacks, these latter angles are reduced to close to zero. Because it is unlikely that the bilayer stacks are completely ordered, it can be concluded that WALP16-25 are probably oriented parallel to the (17) and Ren et al. (18, 38) demonstrated in membrane model systems that Lysflanked polyleucine peptides, with one Trp reporter group at a varying position in the Leu stretch and with a Gly residue adjacent to the C-terminal pair of Lys residues, flanking the hydrophobic stretch, do not incorporate in a transmembrane fashion in phosphatidylcholine bilayers that are relatively thick. However, these peptides totally incorporate in bilayers that are relatively thin. The latter observation contrasts sharply with the results for long WALP peptides that are obtained in the present study. To establish whether this different behavior is due to the presence of the Lys flanking groups, or to other sequence differences between both peptide families, we synthesized relatively long KALP peptides, which are similar to the WALP peptides, except that all Trp residues have been replaced by Lys residues (see Table 1 ).
WALP peptides are insoluble in aqueous solution, while the more polar relatively long KALP analogues are soluble in pure water but insoluble in salt solution. Consequently, to ensure that only the membrane-associated KALP peptide fraction is detected, KALP-PC systems should contain salt, but this disables measurements on deposited membrane films as employed in ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. Therefore, and because KALP analogues do not contain a fluorescent moiety, we used circular dichroism spectra to directly compare WALP and KALP incorporation in a relatively thin bilayer. Under these conditions, also with this technique no significant intensity is observed in the absence of lipids (see Figure 8 , curves f and g), and hence intensity correlates with the extent of membrane association. Resultant spectra are presented in Figure 8 . As deduced from the minima near 222 and 208 nm, the crossover at 202 nm, and the maximum near 192 nm, all peptides are in the anticipated R-helical conformation (39) . The spectral intensities indicate that the total amount of WALP23, KALP23, and KALP31 (curves a, d, e) associates with a 14:0-PC bilayer. The longer WALP27 analogue (curve b) does not completely solubilize in the bilayer, and almost none of the WALP31 peptide (curve c) is associated with the membrane. These experiments clearly demonstrate that relatively long Lys-flanked and Trpflanked peptides display different bilayer interactions and that these different properties are imposed entirely by the nature of the flanking residues.
DISCUSSION
ObserVed Versus Theoretical Consequences of PeptideBilayer Hydrophobic Mismatch. If hydrophobic matching between transmembrane protein fragments and lipid bilayers constitutes an important interaction factor in membrane systems, it can be expected that hydrophobic mismatch could have a significant effect on membrane organization. A number of membrane responses can be envisaged that could theoretically relieve a mismatch situation in a binary peptide-lipid system (reviewed in ref 14) .
It is shown in this study that, despite the many membrane adaptations that potentially could occur, the main response of the membrane system to mismatch situations is the exclusion of peptide material from the planar bilayer. From the results obtained with FTIR, fluorescence, circular dichroism, and sucrose density gradient centrifugation, it is evident that when either negative or positive mismatch is increased, the fraction of peptide that is incorporated in the bilayer is reduced. We use the term "incorporation" exclusively to refer to the amount of peptide that is found to be incorporated in the bilayer and not to refer to an equilibrium process in which a peptide partitions between the membrane and the aqueous phase, as studied with water-soluble peptides (40) . The peptides used in the present study appear to be insoluble in an aqueous environment, which enables the unambiguous assignment of the membrane-associated peptide fraction. This insolubility also makes it unlikely that peptide exchange occurs between the membrane and the aqueous phase once the membrane has been formed. The most likely scenario is that in the dried film lipids and peptides are well mixed in a bilayer, from which peptides with unfavorable membraneassociating properties are desorbed during hydration. Such a mechanism is supported by the observation that the extent of peptide incorporation appears to be independent of the method of sample preparation. Most of this extramembranous peptide is present in lipid-containing aggregates that are not detectable by spectrophotometric techniques. These assemblies do not give rise to defined 31 P NMR spectra, and therefore they most likely represent amorphous structures, although it cannot be excluded that more regular unknown structures are formed. Previously, it was shown that peptides that are too short to fit in a bilayer can in principle be accommodated in well-defined nonlamellar structures, such as the inverted hexagonal phase (30) . The particular geometry of this phase allows positioning of the peptides in a way that effectively counteracts the mismatch. However, the formation of this phase by short peptides in PC dispersions requires significantly higher peptide/lipid ratios than were used in the present study. The inverted hexagonal phase that is formed becomes highly enriched in peptide, leaving part of the lipids in a bilayer that is peptide-depleted but still contains some peptides (30) .
As shown in the present study, the amount of peptide that can be accommodated in a bilayer depends on the extent of mismatch. Under mismatch conditions, a small amount of peptide is incorporated, and in this case it is possible that adaptations within the bilayer do indeed occur. One response that is expected to be energetically favorable is segregation of mismatching membrane components, or peptide aggregation (12, 41) . However, previous ESR measurements did not indicate a mismatch-induced aggregation of WALP peptides (24) . Another possible adaptation is a (dis)ordering of the flexible lipid acyl chains. This adaptation does occur, as was demonstrated by 2 H NMR-detected changes in bilayer thickness (24) . But although these changes systematically reflected the imposed extent of mismatch, the absolute values were not sufficiently large to relieve entirely the peptidelipid mismatch (24) . In this study we investigated therefore whether a conformational change of the peptide backbone might occur as an additional membrane response. IR spectroscopy is the most sensitive technique to measure hydrogen bond lengths [in the case of amide I, a 1 cm
shift corresponds to a change of only about 30 cal/mol of the enthalpy of hydrogen bond formation (32, 42) ]. The lack of dependence of the amide I peak position on mismatch, as established in the present IR study (Figure 2 ), argues against even partial backbone transitions from the very stable R-helix to a shorter π-helix or a longer 3 10 -helix. Together, these results indicate that a minor WALP-PC mismatch can be tolerated. For peptides that are slightly too long, another remaining transmembranous peptide arrangement that would allow complete hydrophobic matching is a tilted backbone, which has been predicted to be a favorable mismatch response (17, 18) and which has been observed for membrane proteins with multiple membrane-spanning segments (e.g., ref 43) . The FTIR dichroic spectra ( Figure 6 ) are indeed indicative of a small mismatch-dependent peptide tilt, but a significant effect is observed only at a large positive mismatch. Apparently, tilt can occur, but for the WALP analogues it is not favored since the main system response is a strongly reduced extent of incorporation. A possible explanation is that for single-spanning peptides a tilt would disturb the packing of the surrounding lipids, which is energetically unfavorable. In multiple-spanning proteins tilt may be more favorable because the disruption of membrane packing caused by tilt of one helix could be compensated by tilt in the opposite direction of a second helix.
Flanking Residues and Hydrophobic Mismatch: Different Effects of Trp and Lys. The question can be raised whether the observed responses to hydrophobic mismatch are general for transmembrane segments or whether they depend on the nature of the flanking residues. Several groups have established the consequences of mismatch between PC bilayers and Lys-flanked polyleucine or poly(leucine-alanine) peptides that may have a Trp residue in the middle of the sequence as a fluorescent reporter group. The results of these various studies suggested that Lys-flanked peptides in many ways behave in a fashion similar to that of Trp-flanked peptides. They do not form ESR-detectable large aggregates in the bilayer (44) , although rhodamine self-quenching of rhodamine-labeled peptides indicated that there is some degree of oligomerization of longer peptides (18) . Furthermore, the peptide long axis is oriented approximately parallel to the bilayer normal (16, 20) , and the peptide backbone is not sensitive to variations in thickness of fluid bilayers (45) . Lys-flanked peptides can influence bilayer thickness (15, 46) and, at high concentration, are also able to induce the formation of nonlamellar phases in PC (19) . At relatively low concentration, too short Lys-flanked analogues do not incorporate in a bilayer (17) (18) (19) (20) 38) . In these aspects, systems with Lys-flanked peptides thus appear to behave rather similarly to systems with Trp-flanked analogues. However, there are also some interesting differences between both peptide families.
One difference concerns the effective hydrophobic length of both types of peptide. Previously, we compared the exact changes in membrane conformation that are induced by a Lys-flanked peptide, KALP23, with the effects caused by an equisized Trp-flanked analogue, WALP23. It was found that the two peptides incorporate equally well but influence membrane thickness to different extents and induce dissimilar nonlamellar phases. From these observations, it was concluded that Lys as the flanking residue imparts a peptide with a slightly smaller effective hydrophobic length than Trp as the flanking residue. The results indicated that the mismatch-induced membrane rearrangements for these peptides are aimed at keeping the Trp side chain located exclusively at the polar-apolar membrane interface and at keeping the Lys side chain positioned in a less well-defined region closer to the aqueous phase (19) .
As shown in this study, another difference between Trpflanked and Lys-flanked analogues is their tendency to incorporate in PC bilayers. Relatively long KALP peptides remain incorporated in bilayers, while equisized WALP peptides do not. The observation that long Lys-flanked peptides incorporate completely (Figure 8 ; see also refs 17, 18 , and 38) without an appreciable backbone tilt (16) suggests that the entire headgroup region is an appropriate environment for a Lys side chain. This is in agreement with experiments in which the partitioning of small unstructured host peptides between bulk water and a PC membrane-water interface was measured; Lys-containing peptides favored (and Trp-containing analogues disfavored) residing in the aqueous phase (47) . Also, the observation that Lys-flanked KALP peptides are water soluble while Trp-flanked WALP peptides are not soluble in aqueous solution (19) supports the notion that Lys side chains can interact with the entire waterpenetrated headgroup region. Alternatively or additionally, the flexibility of the long Lys side chain could facilitate positioning of the terminal charge in a favorable membrane environment (48, 49) . Thus, Lys-flanked peptides may require a much larger total length than Trp-flanked analogues to be effectively too long in a membrane. Indeed, recent solid-state 31 P and 15 N NMR measurements on Lys-flanked peptides in oriented PC bilayers showed that, at extreme positive mismatch, the peptide alignment is disturbed together with the bilayer alignment, indicating that also Lys-flanked peptides can be effectively too long in a membrane (20) .
Biological Significance: Mismatch in Biological Membranes. Complex biological membranes might display a somewhat larger tolerance to mismatch than simple model membranes, because lipids with favorable acyl chain lengths could preferentially surround (mis)matching protein segments. However, the range of available acyl chain lengths will limit such a response. Extrapolating the outcomes of model membrane studies, it can therefore be expected that also in biological membranes the extent of hydrophobic mismatch determines protein incorporation. Recently, it was suggested that the presence of aromatic flanking residues buffers transmembrane segments against changes in bilayer thickness (50) . The present study demonstrates that Trp residues impart transmembrane domains with very welldefined hydrophobic lengths that could influence whether a protein incorporates in a membrane or not, depending on bilayer hydrophobic thickness. Peptides or small proteins might flip out of the membrane as a consequence of large mismatch, but for large proteins with extensive extracellular domains, this is more difficult to envisage. However, large proteins could be laterally expelled from the mismatching bilayer environment and cluster into domains together with mismatching lipid components. Such domains could then be expelled from the membrane and thereby might play a role in protein and lipid sorting in the cell.
Indeed, hydrophobic matching has been explicitly proposed as a sorting and retention mechanism for proteins in the secretion pathway (9, 10) . This was based on the observation that lengthening and shortening of the transmembrane domain of Golgi resident proteins (e.g., sialyltransferase) can influence compartment localization (51, 52) . In the present study on WALP peptides in model membrane systems, a strict correlation between hydrophobic matching and peptide incorporation has indeed been found, in support of the view that hydrophobic matching by itself could regulate protein sorting in the secretion pathway. For Lysflanked analogues the same may be true, as was proposed previously (17, 38) . However, in the present study as well as in previous studies (17, 38) , it could not be demonstrated that too long Lys-flanked peptides fail to associate with a membrane. We propose that, due to the larger side chain flexibility, (much) longer Lys-flanked peptides are required to obtain an effective mismatch that could disfavor membrane incorporation. Additionally, our results suggest that Trp side chains impart a transmembrane segment with a better defined effective length than Lys side chains and could therefore result in a more pronounced sorting behavior. When many aromatic and positively charged residues are simultaneously present in a transmembrane segment (with the charged residues positioned closer to the aqueous phase than the aromatic residues), this arrangement should result in an even better defined hydrophobic length. This type of flanking motif is, for instance, found in the transmembrane segment of sialyltransferase (51), a protein that is strictly confined to the Golgi apparatus, despite the continuous flow of protein that is transported through the Golgi to specific (extra)cellular locations.
Finally, as another implication of our results, it can be expected that protein displacement parallel to the membrane normal will tend to be opposed by Trp residues, because these tend to maintain interactions with the polar-apolar membrane interface. For transmembrane domains that are flanked by the long and flexible Lys side chain, the effective hydrophobic length will be less well defined, and lysine will impose less positional restrictions on a transmembrane segment than tryptophan. Experiments on the interfacial positioning of mutant transmembrane helices of leader peptidase in the endoplasmic reticulum membrane, as analyzed by the so-called glycosylation mapping technique (53, 54) , have indeed yielded evidence that the Trp side chains can guide the placement of a transmembrane protein segment in a membrane, while Lys side chains can position the terminal charge in a favorable membrane region even when the Lys C R group is located deeper within the membrane ("snorkling" conformation).
